
 

1 Guide to multivendor sensors setup using NX controllers. 

NX controllers have expanded functionality added on version 3.08.0 to their versatile universal inputs. 

This document will guide you thru each one of the possibilities of attaching sensors to either the digital 

or analog side of the universal inputs as well as on the fieldbuses. 

From the lists below note that: 

 Improved range and accuracy sensor types are highlighted in BLUE. 

 Newly added sensor types are highlighted in GREEN. 

 

Section 1: 

ATTACHING ANALOG SENSORS TO THE UNIVERSAL INPUTS 

 Raw 12-bit ADC value. 

 Industrial universal sensors with 0 to 10 Volts output. 

 Industrial universal Sensors with 2 to 10 Volts output. 

 Industrial universal Sensors with 0 to 5 Volts output. 

 Industrial universal Sensors with 1 to 5 Volts output. 

 Industrial universal Sensors with 4 to 20 mA output. 

 Industrial universal Sensors with 0 to 20 mA output. 

 J type thermocouple for high range temperature sensing. 

 K type thermocouple for high range temperature sensing 

 Ratiometric pressure sensors for refrigeration use. 

 Current transformers with 25-500 mA secondary. 

 Using an analog signal to measure energy consumption in KWh. 

 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Nickel TE-6x00 series by Johnson controls. 

 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Platinum (PT1000) by Dwyer instruments / Johnson Controls. 

 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Silicon TE-6x00, series by Johnson controls. 

 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Silicon KTY-1x0 series by NXP / Digikey. 

 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Silicon A99 series by Johnson Controls / Penn. 

 Temperature sensor 20K NTC series by Dwyer instruments. 

 Temperature sensor 10K Type-III by Schneider or Dwyer. 

 Temperature sensor 10K Type-II by Dwyer instruments. 

 Temperature sensor 5K by Digikey. 

 Temperature sensor 3K by Digikey. 

 Temperature sensor 1K by Digikey. 

 Temperature sensor using any arbitrary NTC thermistor using Steinhart-Hart calculators from 

any manufacturer or supplier. 

 Resistance measuring to obtain ohms value from potentiometers or resistive type sensors. 
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Section 2: 

ATTACHING DIGITAL SENSORS TO THE UNIVERSAL INPUTS 

 Dry contact digital sensors with common grounded. 

 Dry contact digital sensors with common connected to DC Voltage. 

 Connecting NPN type digital sensors. 

 Connecting PNP type digital sensors. 

 Pulse type sensor to measure water consumption. 

 Pulse type sensor to measure gas consumption. 

 Pulse type sensor to measure energy consumption in KWh. 

 

Section 3: 

ATTACHING DIGITAL SENSORS USING THE FIELDBUSES 

 Connecting the environmental corrosion monitor ECM. 

 Connecting the NSHF/NSGP digital weight scale. 

 Connecting the IQ plus 355 digital weight scale. 

 Connecting the OpenBAS-HV-WLSTH temperature and humidity transmitter using Optomux. 

 Connecting the OpenBAS-HV-WLSTH temperature and humidity transmitter using Modbus. 

 Connecting the BRTH temperature and humidity transmitter using Optomux. 

 Connecting the BRTH temperature and humidity transmitter using Modbus. 

 Connecting Yaskawa variable frequency drive VFD. 

 Connecting Honeywell gas and explosivity sensor using modbus. 

 Connecting an Arduino board to send to the NX any kind of digital information. 

 Connecting a Raspberry-PI board to send to the NX any kind of digital information. 

 

Revision 0.  By: Ricardo Medina -- 22/Jan/2021 

  Initial release of this document 

Revision 1.  By: Ricardo Medina -- 22/Jan/2021 

Correct selection type for A99 sensors 
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Preface: 

 

Before we go into the details of attaching each one of the sensors the NX controllers can handle, let´s 

look at the most recently sensor types that were added on version 3.08.0. 

Before moving on I want to deeply thank Chris Lange who produced a large part of the new code and 

the math behind to get this new sensor types added and pushed me to the limits of what is possible to 

do on a humble 8-bit Microchip controller with already constrained resources. 

In the figure below we can see the newly added sensor types that were added, highlighted in red. 

 Two resistance measurements were added, with either an internal or external pull ups. 

 Four thermistor options were added to provide with universal NTC thermistor ranges. 

 

Also following in the figure on the next page is a highlight of the sensor types that were improved. 
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Figure showing the measurements that were improved. 

 Eight temperature measurement that previously existed were improved to linearize their 

readings expanding both the low and high temperature ranges with far better accuracy, they are 

highlighted in orange. 

 Three new modes for using the Voltage and milliampere readings were added to the existing 

ones, highlighted in green. 

 Two existing NTC thermistor types now use the Steinhart-hart equation with a fixed 10K type-III 

curve highlighted in dark blue. 

 The NTC 20K by Greystone or Dwyer was kept for backward compatibility, using the same old 

formula for existing applications. However, note that a new enhanced version for this thermistor 

type is also available and will be explained in its own section, shown below highlighted in gray. 
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Five quick universal input general integration time settings were added, that populate the integration 

time for new users and avoid confusion or calculation errors. Still the individual integration per analog 

channel is still available as usual in the INFO button on the main dialog page. Also located in the bottom 

right corner you will find the newly added options for NTC thermistors. 

 

 

Most OpenBAS-NX controllers have an integrated precision 12 Volts DC internal power supply to be used 

by analog sensors, the NTC thermistors can use this supply, but if an external 12 Volts supply is used that 

is not as precise as the internal one, then one of the first eight universal inputs can be used to measure 

this voltage and use its read value to correct the calculations automatically, by default it is set to none. 
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Unsurpassed flexibility for using any thermistor from any supplier: 

Three different NTC types can be selected at any given time on each NX master out of a pool of nine 

different types, this capability is further expanded as each slave has the same firmware and thus each 

slave added, has this same three options. 

So, having said this, for a master with four slaves up to 15 different NTC thermistor model types can be 

used at any given type for the up to 40 universal inputs. 

 

The MFC tool has a raw selection mechanism that has two possible NTC thermistor curve types, herein 

referred as: Curve A and Curve B which are additional of the previously existing fixed 10K type III NTC 

thermistor. 

By selecting from the dropdown combo box, any of the eight predefined types shown above can be 

selected that automatically populate the A, B and C constants needed by the Steinhart-hart equation 

used. 

As the Steinhart-Hart formula is truly universal, on the next page you will learn how to calculate these 

three constants for any sensor, of any specified resistance, on any range from any manufacturer. 
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As you will see in the figure below there is a quick online help button to provide basic assistance when 

calculating the appropriate A, B and C values for each one of the Curve A and Curve B thermistor types 

available. 

 

Also, the MFC tool provides two links to two different online calculators that can be seen on the next 

page. They both provide exactly, the same result, therefore which one you use is just a matter of your 

own personal taste. 
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In this one shown first, you must enter the three resistance vs. temperature points in Ohms and °Celsius. 

It also provides a neat visual representation of the three input points in the graphed curve. 

The three A, B and C constants that are highlighted in yellow in the figure below can be simply copied 

and pasted into the MFC tool using the common CTRL-C (copy) and CTRL-V (paste) Windows commands. 

 

On this other online calculator option, you must enter the three points in °Fahrenheit and Ohms, 

respectively. Note that there is nothing stopping you from manually converting the temperatures in the 

resistance vs. temperature charts from °C to °F and vice versa to use any of these two web sites that you 

prefer. On the next page a typical resistance vs. temperature NTC thermistor chart is shown. 
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A typical resistance vs. temperature NTC thermistor chart is shown below obtained from the Dwyer web 

page. 

For typical HVAC applications, the resistance values at: -40, 25 and 50 °Celsius (or -40, 77, 122 

°Fahrenheit) are chosen to use in the Steinhart-Hart calculator. 

Nothing stops you to use your own selection values, as at the end the result will be the same. 

Just make sure the three values chosen are from LOW → HIGH temperatures, to obtain a correct result 

out from the calculator. 

Optionally for sensors that have their middle point or reference resistance at 0° instead of at 25°C that 

point can be used instead as the second point. 

Note that the Steinhart-Hart is intended only for NTC thermistor type sensors. RTD or PTC sensors have 

their own options on the NX Universal input calibration types. 
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SECTION 1: 
ATTACHING ANALOG SENSORS TO THE UNIVERSAL INPUTS 

 

Now that all the features of the MFC tool that were added on v3.08.0 were explained in detail let´s go 

into how to configure and wire the different sensors to the NX controllers. 

 Raw 12-bit ADC value. 

All NX controllers’ universal inputs have a high speed accurate 12-bit ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) 

capable of taking samples in as few as 10 µs. with eight multiplexed terminals available externally. 

The sampling rate for the universal inputs is set internally to read all the eight UI channels five times per 

second, thus having 200 milliseconds of interval between each sample on each individual channel. 

The model for the NX universal inputs is as depicted in the figure below: 
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As shown on the right side of the image above, each of the up to eight universal input channels has an 

input network (the details shown on the left side) with a total impedance of 15,300 ohms. 

Thus, with a 15.3 Volts DC applied at the input terminal, the voltage present at each multiplexer 

terminal and at the end via the multiplexed selected channel to the ADC, is in the range of 0 to 3.3 Volts 

DC with an output code in the range of 0 to 4095. 

Further calculations can be done with the PLC to take this reading and scale it up or down and/or adjust 

it as needed with the PLC´s math instructions. 

 

➢ Setting the UI channel to this type reads the RAW 12-bit ADC value and has no integration 

whatsoever, except for the RC network input hardware filter that limits the input frequency to 

be below 2 KHz, so whatever value is set in the general integration register or the individual 

channel will be just ignored. 
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 Industrial universal sensors with 0 to 10 Volts output. 

When using sensors or transducers that have a 0-10 Volts output the connection is simple, the common 

terminal usually goes connected to the 0V terminal, the output signal of the transducer goes directly 

connected to the universal input and the supply terminal goes connected to either the internal 12 Volts 

supply or to the 24 Volts terminal, making sure to match if it is AC or DC voltage. 

The pull-up DIP-SW for the channel must be set to OFF. 

UIx

On

Off

0V

+

-

>

>12VSupply

Common

0-10V signal out

Sensor / transducer
Powered by 12 Volts

UIx

0V

+

-

>

24VSupply

Common

0-10V signal out

Sensor / transducer
Powered by 24 Volts

 

 

The supply of the sensor / transducer could be independent of the supply powering the controller. 

In this case the negative terminal of a DC supply or the common terminal of the secondary of a 

transformer if the sensor / transducer uses AC Voltage, should be grounded by connecting it to the 0V 

terminal of the controller.  

UIx

0V

+

-

>

Supply

Common

0-10V signal out

DC Supply
used to 
power 
sensor

+

-

Secondary  of 
transformer

used to 
power sensor 

Hot

Common

Sensor / transducer
Powered by DC or AC

  

For setting up the UI channel calibration, select type to 0-10 V: 

 

The calibration value will be a multiplier, when set to 1, a 10 Volt signal from the sensor will provide a 

reading of 10, so to scale it up or down just set the multiplier accordingly. 

If for example it were a pressure sensor that measured a 0-100 PSI pressure and the 0-10 V represented 

this pressure, the multiplier should have to be set to:  

➢ 100 PSI / 10 Volts = 10, which will do the math that each 1 Volt drop represents 10 PSI.   
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 Industrial universal Sensors with 2 to 10 Volts output. 

When using sensors / transducers that output a 2-10 Volt signal output, the connection is similar that 

when using 0-10 Volt sensors. Also, the pull-up DIP-SW must be off. 

UIx

On

Off

0V

+
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>

>12VSupply

Common

2-10V signal out

Sensor / transducer
Powered by 12 Volts
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+
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>
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Sensor / transducer
Powered by 24 Volts

  

 

The supply of the sensor / transducer could be independent of the supply powering the controller. 

In this case the negative terminal of a DC supply or the common terminal of the secondary of a 

transformer if the sensor / transducer uses AC Voltage, should be grounded by connecting it to the 0V 

terminal of the controller.  

UIx

0V

+

-

>

Supply

Common

2-10V signal out

DC Supply
used to 
power 
sensor

+

-

Secondary  of 
transformer

used to 
power sensor 

Hot

Common

Sensor / transducer
Powered by DC or AC

 

The only thing that must be set different is the sensor type, in this case the 4-20 mA / 2-10 Vdc option 

must be selected. 

 

This scales the 2-10 Volt input signal to represent the full 0-100% range of the sensor. 

As an example, using again the same sensor that gives an output signal of 2-10 Volts with a 100 PSI input 

pressure, the sensor will output 2 Volts when the pressure is 0 PSI and 10 Volts when the pressure is 100 

PSI.  

In the case the sensor had no power, or failed or were disconnected, the pressure would read (negative) 

-25 PSI which would be the representation of the 0V signal at the universal input terminal, thus allowing 

the detection of a failed sensor input instead of just being stuck with a 0 PSI reading that would be the 

case when using a 0-10 Volts pressure sensor. 

To calculate the multiplier for a 0-100 PSI sensor in this case because the full span of the sensor is 8 

Volts only (2-10 Volts) instead of 10, then the multiplier must be set to:  

➢ 100 PSI / 8 Volts = 12.5, which will do the math that each 1 Volt drop represents 12.5 PSI. 
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 Industrial universal Sensors with 0 to 5 Volts output. 

When using sensors or transducers that have a 0-5 Volts output the connection is simple, the common 

terminal usually goes connected to the 0V terminal, the output signal of the transducer goes directly 

connected to the universal input and the supply terminal goes connected to either the internal 12 Volts 

supply or to the 24 Volts terminal, making sure to match if it is AC or DC voltage. 

The pull-up DIP-SW for the channel must be set to OFF. 

UIx

On

Off

0V

+

-

>

>12VSupply

Common

0-5V signal out

Sensor / transducer
Powered by 12 Volts

UIx
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Powered by 24 Volts

 

 

The supply of the sensor / transducer could be independent of the supply powering the controller. 

In this case the negative terminal of a DC supply or the common terminal of the secondary of a 

transformer if the sensor / transducer uses AC Voltage, should be grounded by connecting it to the 0V 

terminal of the controller.  

UIx

0V

+

-

>

Supply

Common

0-5V signal out

DC Supply
used to 
power 
sensor

+

-

Secondary  of 
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used to 
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Hot
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Powered by DC or AC

 

For setting up the UI channel calibration, select type to 0-10 V: 

 

Because in this case the full span is 5 Volts (0-5 Volts) instead of 10 Volts, the calibration value will now 

be a multiplier that is twice of that if you were using a 0-10 V senor. 

If for example it were a pressure sensor that measured a 0-100 PSI pressure and the 0-5 V represented 

this pressure, the multiplier should have to be set to:  

➢ 100 PSI / 5 Volts = 20, which will do the math that each 1 Volt drop represents 20 PSI. 
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 Industrial universal Sensors with 1 to 5 Volts output. 

When using sensors / transducers that output a 1-5 Volt signal output, the connection is similar that 

when using 0-10 Volt sensors. Also, the pull-up DIP-SW must be off. 

UIx

On

Off

0V

+

-

>

>12VSupply

Common

1-5V signal out

Sensor / transducer
Powered by 12 Volts
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0V

+
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>

24VSupply

Common
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The supply of the sensor / transducer could be independent of the supply powering the controller. 

In this case the negative terminal of a DC supply or the common terminal of the secondary of a 

transformer if the sensor / transducer uses AC Voltage, should be grounded by connecting it to the 0V 

terminal of the controller.  

UIx

0V

+

-

>

Supply

Common

1-5V signal out

DC Supply
used to 
power 
sensor

+

-

Secondary  of 
transformer

used to 
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Powered by DC or AC

 

The only thing that must be set different is the sensor type, in this case the 4-20 mA / 2-10 Vdc option 

must be selected. 

 

This scales the 1-5 Volt input signal to represent the full 0-100% range of the sensor. 

As an example, using again the same sensor that gives an output signal of 1-5 Volts with a 100 PSI input 

pressure, the sensor will output 1 Volts when the pressure is 0 PSI and 5 Volts when the pressure is 100 

PSI.  

In the case the sensor had no power, or failed or were disconnected, the pressure would read (negative) 

-25 PSI which would be the representation of the 0V signal at the universal input terminal, thus allowing 

the detection of a failed sensor input instead of just being stuck with a 0 PSI reading that would be the 

case when using a 0-5 Volts pressure sensor. 

To calculate the multiplier for a 0-100 PSI sensor in this case because the full span of the sensor is 4 

Volts only (1-5 Volts) instead of 10, then the multiplier must be set to:  

➢ 100 PSI / 4 Volts = 25, which will do the math that each 1 Volt represents 25 PSI. 
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 Industrial universal Sensors with 4 to 20 mA output. 

When using sensors / transducers that output a 4-20 mA signal output, there are different types, that 

use either: two, three or four wires. 

They all should have the pull-up DIP-SW in the OFF position. Also, a 250 Ω ½ Watt 1% ballast resistor 

must be installed between the universal input and the 0V terminals. 

0
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-
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UIx
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+

-

>
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Four terminal
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Two-wire sensors / transducers have the positive terminal usually connected to the 24 Volts DC supply 

terminal, as they are self powered by the same current that flows as the signal, hence the 4-20 mA 

current also powers the sensor and thus needs a higher voltage drop to operate. A 250 Ω resistor (R1) is 

connected between the universal terminal and the 0V terminal to close the current circuit to ground. 

Three-wire sensors / transducers have two terminals for power, as usually their internal current need is 

higher than the minimum signal current of 4 mA available for self powered sensors, therefore they 

power the internal circuit of the sensor with the [+] and [–] terminals and the 4-20 mA output signal is 

connected to the UI terminal, similarly also a 250 Ω resistor is needed to close the output current circuit 

to the 0V terminal. 

Four-wire sensors / transducers have two terminals for power and two for signal, as opposed to the 

three-wire type that share the Common terminal for both power and signal. Also, the 250 Ω resistor is 

needed to close the output current circuit to the 0V terminal. 

The sensor type, in this case the 4-20 mA option must be selected.

 

On next page you can see an example of the setting for the calibration value.  
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Choosing this type scales the 4-20 mA input signal to represent the full 0-100% range of the sensor. 

The voltage drop across the 250 Ω ballast resistor with will be 1-5 Volts, which is the signal fed to the 

universal input terminal and in turn to the ADC converter. 

 

As an example, using again the same sensor that gives an output signal of 4-20 mA with a 100 PSI input 

pressure, the sensor will output 4 mA when the pressure is 0 PSI and 20 mA when the pressure is 100 

PSI.  

In the case the sensor had no power, or failed or were disconnected, the pressure would read (negative) 

-25 PSI which would be the representation of the 0-mA signal at the universal input terminal, thus 

allowing the detection of a failed sensor input instead of just being stuck with a 0 PSI reading that would 

be the case when using a 0-20 mA pressure sensor. 

To calculate the multiplier for a 0-100 PSI sensor, because the full span seen by the universal input when 

the 4-20 mA current flows across the 250 Ω ballast resistor is 4 Volts (1-5 Volts), then the multiplier must 

be set to:  

➢ 100 PSI / 4 Volts span = 25, which will do the math that each 1 Volt drop across the resistor 

represents 25 PSI. 
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 Industrial universal Sensors with 0 to 20 mA output. 

When using sensors / transducers that output a 0-20 mA signal output, there are different types, that 

use either: three or four wires. 

There is no two-wire configuration similar as there is in the 4-20 mA sensors, as this would mean the 

internal circuitry of the sensor should consume zero power, otherwise the minimum current could never 

reach the 0 mA lower limit. 

They all should have the pull-up DIP-SW in the OFF position. Also, a 250 Ω ½ Watt 1% ballast resistor 

must be installed between the universal input and the 0V terminals. 

0
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>12V or 24VSupply

Common

0-20 mA 
signal out

Three terminal
Sensor / transducer

Powered by 12/24 Volts
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>
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Off
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Three-wire sensors / transducers have two terminals for power, as usually their internal current need is 

higher than the minimum signal current of 4 mA available for self powered sensors, therefore they 

power the internal circuit of the sensor with the [+] and [–] terminals and the 0-20 mA output signal is 

connected to the UI terminal, similarly also a 250 Ω resistor is needed to close the output current circuit 

to the 0V terminal. 

Four-wire sensors / transducers have two terminals for power and two for signal, as opposed to the 

three-wire type that share the Common terminal for both power and signal. Also, the 250 Ω resistor is 

needed to close the output current circuit to the 0V terminal. 

The sensor type, in this case the 0-10V + 0-20 mA option must be selected. 

 

Choosing this type scales the 0-20 mA input signal to represent the full 0-100% range of the sensor. 

In the case the sensor had no power, or failed or were disconnected, there is no way to detect this 

failure, in contrast to the 4-20 mA type that provides a negative signal range for such case. 

To calculate the multiplier for a 0-20 mA type for a 0-100 PSI sensor, because the full span seen by the 

universal input when the 0-20 mA current flows across the 250 Ω ballast resistor is 5 Volts (0-5 Volts), 

then the multiplier must be set to:  

➢ 100 PSI / 5 Volts span = 20, which will do the math that each Volt drop across the resistor 

represents 20 PSI.   
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 J type thermocouple for high range temperature sensing. 

Type J (iron–constantan) has a more restricted range (−40 °C to +750 °C) than type K but higher 

sensitivity of about 50 µV/°C. The Curie point of the iron (770 °C) causes a smooth change in the 

characteristic, which determines the upper temperature limit. 

Following this link, you can see the voltage to temperature chart for a typical J type thermocouple. 

https://www.pyromation.com/Downloads/Data/emfj_c.pdf 

However, their signal is very small, and it is sensitive to drift due to cold junctions, even the wire used to 

extend a thermocouple must be of the same wire type or secondary cold junctions that are generated 

induce measurement errors. 

 

Therefore, usually they need special amplifiers that increase their signal range before they can be used. 

A type J thermocouple has an output voltage of 51.7 µV/°C and when using a x191 amplifier you get a 

signal of 0.0098747 V/°C, and a 0-10 Volt signal will represent a 0-1012°C temperature span. 

UIx

0V

+

-

>

>12V or 24VSupply

Common

0-10V output

x191 
instrumentation 

amplifier

On

Off

Type J TC

TC-

TC+

 

When using a J type thermocouple select this type in the calibration dialog: 

 

And automatically the correct multiplier will be selected. In this case the calibration value will be an 

offset in °C that will be added or subtracted from the value read by the A/D converter. 

  

https://www.pyromation.com/Downloads/Data/emfj_c.pdf
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 K type thermocouple for high range temperature sensing 

Type K (chromel–alumel) is the most common general-purpose thermocouple with a sensitivity of 

approximately 41 µV/°C. It is inexpensive, and a wide variety of probes are available in its −200 °C to 

+1350 °C (−330 °F to +2460 °F) range. 

Following this link, you can see the voltage to temperature chart for a typical K type thermocouple. 

https://www.pyromation.com/Downloads/Data/emfk_c.pdf 

However, their signal is very small, and it is sensitive to drift due to cold junctions, even the wire 

used to extend a thermocouple must be of the same wire type or secondary cold junctions that are 

generated induce measurement errors. 

 

Therefore, usually they need special amplifiers that increase their signal range before they can be 

used. 

A type K thermocouple has an output voltage of 40.6 µV/°C and when using a x191 amplifier you get 

a signal of 0.0077546 V/°C, and a 0-10 Volt signal will represent a 0-1289°C temperature span. 

UIx

0V

+

-

>

>12V or 24VSupply

Common

0-10V output

x191 
instrumentation 

amplifier

On

Off

Type K TC

TC-

TC+

 

When using a K type thermocouple select this type in the calibration dialog: 

 

And automatically the correct multiplier will be selected. In this case the calibration value will be an 

offset in °C that will be added or subtracted from the value read by the A/D converter. 

  

https://www.pyromation.com/Downloads/Data/emfk_c.pdf
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 Ratiometric pressure sensors for refrigeration use. 

The ratiometric measurement principle is an often-used concept that eliminates interference in the 

power supply. In ratiometric measurements, the measured quantity sought after is the ratio of two 

quantities that typically exhibit interference. 

In refrigeration it is very typical to use ratiometric pressure sensors to measure the condenser and 

evaporator pressures. 

 

Their output range is usually in the 0.5 to 4.5 Volt range for a 0-100% of the span value, thus allowing 

easily to detect sensors that are either: 

• Failed 

• Un-powered 

• Disconnected  

• Shorted  

To use this type of sensors usually requires having a 5 Volt power supply, some of them can be powered 

with higher voltages such as 12- or 24-Volts DC as well. 

Please carefully review the wiring diagram of the sensor you are planning to use as there is no standard 

in color coding or supply voltages, this is a typical example of wiring information on the datasheet of a 

ratiometric pressure sensor: 

https://www.te.com/commerce/DocumentDelivery/DDEController?Action=srchrtrv&DocNm=EB100&D

ocType=DS&DocLang=English 

 

On the next page some additional typical wiring diagrams are shown. 

  

https://www.te.com/commerce/DocumentDelivery/DDEController?Action=srchrtrv&DocNm=EB100&DocType=DS&DocLang=English
https://www.te.com/commerce/DocumentDelivery/DDEController?Action=srchrtrv&DocNm=EB100&DocType=DS&DocLang=English
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Typical ratiometric wiring diagrams, in all cases the pull-up DIP-SW must be in the OFF position: 

If a shield terminal exists it is always a good practice to connect it to either the 0V terminal of the 

controller and also this same 0V terminal should be connected to the metallic chassis or earth terminal 

to reduce electrical interference to reach the measured signal. 

0

UIx

0V

+

-

>

+5, 12, or 24 
Volts

Supply

Common

0.5 to 4.5 V

Three terminal
Sensor / transducer
Powered by 5/12/24 

Volts

UIx

0V

+

-

>

Supply

Signal common

0.5 to 4.5 V

On

Off

Supply common

Four terminal
Sensor / transducer

Powered by 12/24 Volts

+5, 12, or 24 
Volts

 

When using an external power supply to power the sensor(s) transducer(s) make sure that the negative 

side of the power supply is always connected to the 0V terminal of the controller to provide a solid 

reference. 

     

UIx

0V

+

-

>

Supply

Common

0.5 to 4.5 V

+5 Volts
DC Supply
used to 
power 
sensor

+

-

Sensor / transducer
Powered by +5V

 

When using this type of sensors select the ratiometric type option: 

 

If for example it were a pressure sensor that measured a 0-100 PSI pressure and the 0.5 to 4.5 Volts 

represented this pressure, the multiplier should have to be set to:  

➢ 100 PSI / 4 Volts span = 25, which will do the math that each Volt drop output from the 

transducer represents 25 PSI. 
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 Current transformers with 25-500 mA secondary. 

Only the NXSF and the NG controllers can measure AC current directly out of a current transformer 

which outputs an AC signal into a ballast resistor that is then measured by sampling the sinewave at 

1,200 samples per second and reconstructing the RMS (Root Mean Square) component to be able to 

read real current and later use it to calculate power. 

All other controllers must use instead current transducers that convert the AC current to a DC signal 

that is either a 0-10V or 4-20mA representation of the measured current. 

The main difference is cost, while current transformers are cheap and cost usually between $1 to $10 

USD depending on their range, size and construction, current transducers on the other side cost 

anywhere between $50 to $200 USD thus making them too expensive for price sensitive applications. 

There are almost as many current transformers (referred as only CT hereon) as there are grains of sand 

on the beach, so it pays to put attention to their specifications. 

By definition, a CT is a type of transformer that is used to reduce or divide an alternating current (AC). It 

produces a current in its secondary which is proportional to the current in its primary according to its 

turn ratio. 

 

Before we continue it is important to understand some basic definitions that will help us to properly 

select an appropriate CT for our application: 

Construction:  

Current transformers typically consist of a silicon steel ring core wound with many turns of copper wire 

as shown in the illustration above. The conductor carrying the primary current is passed through the 

ring. The CT's primary, therefore, consists of a single 'turn'. The primary 'winding' may be a permanent 

part of the current transformer. “Split core” style CTs are also available that ease installation as shown 

in the image below. 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_steel
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Current Ratio:  

CTs are specified by their current ratio from primary to secondary. The rated secondary current is 

normally standardized at 100 mA, 250 mA, 500 mA, 1 or 5 amperes. For example, a 4000:5 CT secondary 

winding will supply an output current of 5 amperes when the primary winding current is 4000 amperes. 

Burden:  

The secondary load of a current transformer is termed the "burden" to distinguish it from the primary 

load. The burden in a CT metering electrical network is largely resistive impedance presented to its 

secondary winding. Typical burden ratings of CTs are: 1.5 VA, 3 VA, 5 VA, 10 VA, 15 VA, 20 VA, 30 VA, 45 

VA and 60 VA. ANSI/IEEE burden ratings are B-0.1, B-0.2, B-0.5, B-1.0, B-2.0 and B-4.0. This means a CT 

with a burden rating of B-0.2 will maintain its stated accuracy with up to 0.2 Ω on the secondary circuit. 

Knee-point core-saturation voltage:  

The magnitude of the secondary voltage above which the output current ceases to linearly follow the 

input current within declared accuracy. It is defined as the voltage at which a 10% increase in applied 

voltage increases the magnetizing current by 50%.  The knee-point is generally constrained typically 1.2 

to 1.5 times rated current.  

Magnetic hysteresis: 

Occurs when an external magnetic field is applied to a ferromagnet such as iron and the atomic dipoles 

align themselves with it. Even when the field is removed, part of the alignment will be retained: the 

material has become magnetized. Once magnetized, the magnet will stay magnetized indefinitely. To 

demagnetize it requires heat or a magnetic field in the opposite direction. 

These last two terms are important! as you must always select a CT that is fit for your application. If for 

example the current you expect to measure is 200 Amperes, selecting a too small CT of only 150A will 

provide wrong readings in the high end of the range. But also selecting a too large CT for example of 

500A will increase the error in the 10% lower range. 

Having clarified the most important terms it is now time to go into the nitty gritty of selecting a CT and 

after that connecting it to the NX terminal and configuring it. 

Following is a link to a typical CT manufacturer: https://www.zntar.com/ and expecting to measure a 

current of maximum 100 Amperes on a conductor that is 10 mm thick, we will then choose a split-core 

CT from the SCTK681 series as shown below, following on the next page are the detailed selection 

criteria. 

 

  

https://www.zntar.com/
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From the chart above we have selected the SCTK681A-016-100-100mA that has the following features: 

• 16 mm inner diameter to comfortably fit into our selected with thickness of 10 mm, selecting a 

bigger diameter is allowed but there could be too much slack and it also becomes bulkier and 

more expensive. 

• 100 Amperes primary current. 

• 100 mA (0.1A) secondary current, hence we have a 1000:1 ratio. 

 

The CT is connected between the universal input and the 0V terminals, in all cases the pull-up DIP-SW 

must be in the OFF position. Also, a burden resistor must be installed also between the UI and 0V 

terminals. The value of this resistor must be calculated using the CT calculator shown on the next page 

as well as the multiplier to use.  

UIx

0V~

~

CT R1

R1 = Burden resistor
See text for value

On

Off

 

NOTE: The 100 Ω resistor is already installed internally in the NXSF controller and can be switched ON by 

its own DIP-SW that so there is no need to install it externally when using CT’s that are 100 mA or less. 

The following table lists the suggested burden resistor value depending on the current of the secondary 

of the CT in milliamperes.  

mA. 
secondary 

Burden resistor   

Ω W Integrated with a DIP-SW option on the NXSF 

25 100 0.5 ** 

50 100 0.5 ** 

100 100 1 ** 

200 15 1   

250 15 1   

500 3.9 1   
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To use a CT in the NXSF or NG, select the following type: 

 

Us the CT calculator to find out the exact burden resistor value and multiplier to use based on the 

primary and secondary currents as shown below. 

 

For this example, we have selected a SCTK681A-024-250-200mA that has: 

• 24 mm inner diameter. 

• 250 Amperes primary current. 

• 200 mA secondary current. 

With this data using the CT calculator we can see the result is: 

• Multiplier: 83.33 

• Resistor value: 15 Ω at 0.6 Watts 1%, therefore a 1-Watt commercial value can be used. 

• Ratio of primary to secondary is: 1250:1 

A list of commercially available burden resistors from various suppliers is available on the next page. A 

tolerance of 1% or 2% is usually preferred to get a precision reading and flame-retardant coating for 

safety. 
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Can be used for 25, 50 mA CT secondaries: 

100 Ohms ±1% 0.5W, 1/2W Through Hole Resistor Axial Flame-Retardant Coating. 

• https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-dale/CMF55100R00FHEB/1553910 

• https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/KOA-Speer/MFS1-

2DCT52R1000F/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwuBnmYaxrx0HGIhLooCfRXE%3D 

 

Can be used for 25, 50 and 100 mA CT secondaries: 

100 Ohms ±1% 1W Through Hole Resistor Axial Flame-Retardant Coating. 

• https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-

components/PAC100001000FA1000/596473 

• https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-

Draloric/PAC100001000FA1000/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwl5vxkMOsrq%2FGBgHut%2F9O

84%3D 

 

Can be used for 200, and 250 mA CT secondaries: 

15 Ohms ±1% 1W Through Hole Resistor Axial Flame-Retardant Coating. 

• https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-

components/PAC100001509FA1000/596488 

• https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-

Dale/CPF115R000FKB14/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwgEVHw%2FvMBeIXh8Ri6GIrpI%3D 

 

Can be used for 500 mA CT secondaries: 

3.9 Ohms ±1% 1W Through Hole Resistor Axial Flame-Retardant Coating 

• https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-

components/PAC100003908FA1000/596516?s=N4IgjCBcoExaBjKAzAhgGwM4FMA0IB7KAbXBjHI

E4QBdfABwBcoQBlRgJwEsA7AcxABffAGZ4IJJDRY8hEuDAiIdEExbtu-

IfhgAGABwBWcWsggAqjy6MA8sgCy2VJgCuHbCHwuWNgBYBbTE8Qf14WEQA6anx-

VAAPcKjtEABaOGgJKE4XWSJIUmMVUxAhYRB00ndMLkxGAg5aQSA 

• https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-

Draloric/PAC100003908FA1000/?qs=gQQ%2FpDEpiRJ6qADCpT5xQQ%3D%3D 

 

 

 

  

https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-dale/CMF55100R00FHEB/1553910
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/KOA-Speer/MFS1-2DCT52R1000F/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwuBnmYaxrx0HGIhLooCfRXE%3D
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/KOA-Speer/MFS1-2DCT52R1000F/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwuBnmYaxrx0HGIhLooCfRXE%3D
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100001000FA1000/596473
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100001000FA1000/596473
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-Draloric/PAC100001000FA1000/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwl5vxkMOsrq%2FGBgHut%2F9O84%3D
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-Draloric/PAC100001000FA1000/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwl5vxkMOsrq%2FGBgHut%2F9O84%3D
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-Draloric/PAC100001000FA1000/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwl5vxkMOsrq%2FGBgHut%2F9O84%3D
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100001509FA1000/596488
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100001509FA1000/596488
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-Dale/CPF115R000FKB14/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwgEVHw%2FvMBeIXh8Ri6GIrpI%3D
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-Dale/CPF115R000FKB14/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMsPqMdJzcrNwgEVHw%2FvMBeIXh8Ri6GIrpI%3D
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100003908FA1000/596516?s=N4IgjCBcoExaBjKAzAhgGwM4FMA0IB7KAbXBjHIE4QBdfABwBcoQBlRgJwEsA7AcxABffAGZ4IJJDRY8hEuDAiIdEExbtu-IfhgAGABwBWcWsggAqjy6MA8sgCy2VJgCuHbCHwuWNgBYBbTE8Qf14WEQA6anx-VAAPcKjtEABaOGgJKE4XWSJIUmMVUxAhYRB00ndMLkxGAg5aQSA
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100003908FA1000/596516?s=N4IgjCBcoExaBjKAzAhgGwM4FMA0IB7KAbXBjHIE4QBdfABwBcoQBlRgJwEsA7AcxABffAGZ4IJJDRY8hEuDAiIdEExbtu-IfhgAGABwBWcWsggAqjy6MA8sgCy2VJgCuHbCHwuWNgBYBbTE8Qf14WEQA6anx-VAAPcKjtEABaOGgJKE4XWSJIUmMVUxAhYRB00ndMLkxGAg5aQSA
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100003908FA1000/596516?s=N4IgjCBcoExaBjKAzAhgGwM4FMA0IB7KAbXBjHIE4QBdfABwBcoQBlRgJwEsA7AcxABffAGZ4IJJDRY8hEuDAiIdEExbtu-IfhgAGABwBWcWsggAqjy6MA8sgCy2VJgCuHbCHwuWNgBYBbTE8Qf14WEQA6anx-VAAPcKjtEABaOGgJKE4XWSJIUmMVUxAhYRB00ndMLkxGAg5aQSA
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100003908FA1000/596516?s=N4IgjCBcoExaBjKAzAhgGwM4FMA0IB7KAbXBjHIE4QBdfABwBcoQBlRgJwEsA7AcxABffAGZ4IJJDRY8hEuDAiIdEExbtu-IfhgAGABwBWcWsggAqjy6MA8sgCy2VJgCuHbCHwuWNgBYBbTE8Qf14WEQA6anx-VAAPcKjtEABaOGgJKE4XWSJIUmMVUxAhYRB00ndMLkxGAg5aQSA
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/vishay-beyschlag-draloric-bc-components/PAC100003908FA1000/596516?s=N4IgjCBcoExaBjKAzAhgGwM4FMA0IB7KAbXBjHIE4QBdfABwBcoQBlRgJwEsA7AcxABffAGZ4IJJDRY8hEuDAiIdEExbtu-IfhgAGABwBWcWsggAqjy6MA8sgCy2VJgCuHbCHwuWNgBYBbTE8Qf14WEQA6anx-VAAPcKjtEABaOGgJKE4XWSJIUmMVUxAhYRB00ndMLkxGAg5aQSA
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-Draloric/PAC100003908FA1000/?qs=gQQ%2FpDEpiRJ6qADCpT5xQQ%3D%3D
https://www.mouser.mx/ProductDetail/Vishay-Draloric/PAC100003908FA1000/?qs=gQQ%2FpDEpiRJ6qADCpT5xQQ%3D%3D
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 Using an analog signal to measure energy consumption in KWh. 

Following the diagram below, using a current signal coming from either a current transformer (CT) or a 
current transducer that provides a 0-10 or 4-20 DC signal energy can be tracked. 
 

COM

Energy 
totalizer

instruction

X

Multiply instruction 
to obtain VA

UI-1

K=120

RES_FLT-5

/

Division instruction
to obtain KVA

RES_FLT-6RES_FLT-5

K=1000

X

Multiply instruction
to obtain KW

RES_FLT-3RES_FLT-6

K=0.9

RES_FLT-3

UI-1

Volts

• The voltage reading can be external from any remote controller measuring AC 
Voltage such as a power meter.

• Or fed into a Universal Input if a 0-10 Vdc or 4-20 mA. transducer that measures 
AC Voltage is available.

• Or it can simply be a constant

RES_FLT-1

RES_FLT-2

ADF-1

Sum of energy last 10 min.

# of samples of 10
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Totalized energy updated
every 10 min.

Use this value if

KVA is to be used

as the energy

source

Use this value if 

VA is to

be used as the 

energy

source

Amperes

Volts

VA (Volt Amperes)

KVA

KW

Energy

 
 
 
If only VA will be used to get VA/h energy just one multiply instruction is needed to multiply Volts x 
Amperes to obtain VAs. 
 
If the measurement is to be in KVA/h, then a second division instruction is needed to convert the 
previous VA into a KVA reading by dividing VA / 1000. 
 
If the measurement is to be in KW/h, then a third multiplier instruction is needed to multiply KVA by the 
power factor (PF) and obtain KW. 
 
Finally, whatever unit of energy you use, using an “Energy Totalizer instruction” the readings are taken 
and added to the current energy reading. 
 
The values are updated continuously, and every 10 minutes the “Total Energy” register that is stored on 
EEPROM is updated so that the energy readings are not lost even if power is lost.   
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 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Nickel TE-6x00 series by 

Johnson controls. 

The following temperature sensors from Johnson controls that have Nickel temperature sensors with a 

temperature coefficient of 5.4 Ω/°C and a temperature reference at 21°C can be used from the following 

series: 

• TE-6100  types 1 through 12. 

• TE-6400  with the ‘N’ model specified for the sensor type. 

• TE-6700  with the ‘N’ model specified for the sensor type. 

   

 

There is a great variety of sensors available. For the Silicon or Platinum use, types refer to their 

respective sections on this manual. 

Next page shows wiring diagram to the universal inputs and general settings. 
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For selecting this sensor types, both °Celsius and °Fahrenheit options are available when selecting the 

sensor type as shown below: 

 

 

The sensors must be wired to the universal input on one side and the other one to 0V. The pull-up 

selector DIP-SW for the channel must be in the ON position. 

R1

UIx

0V

Nickel type

On

Off

 

The multiplier is an offset that will be added or subtracted to the current reading. 

Wiring should be kept short with no more than 50 metres or 150 feet roundtrip as any added resistance 

added to the sensor will modify the temperature reading and must be compensated with the calibration 

value. 

Recommended wiring is #18 - #22 wire gauge braided copper shielded or unshielded. If shielded wire is 

used, the shield must be connected to earth on a single point to avoid parasitic currents that might 

affect the reading. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading. 
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 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Platinum (PT1000) by Dwyer 

instruments / Johnson Controls. 

Platinum sensors are by far the best of linear sensors, they have a temperature coefficient of 3.89 Ω/°C 

and a temperature reference at 0°C, they tend to be more expensive than Nickel or Silicon but offer an 

excellent long-term stability. 

The following sensor types are available from either Dwyer or Johnson Controls 

• TE-DFx-E  Duct type sensors from Dwyer. 

• TE-Bx-E  Immersion type probes from Dwyer. 

• TE-6700  Space sensors with the ‘P’ model specified for the sensor type by JCI. 

 

 

 

 

Also, from Johnson controls a great variety of sensors is available, the table on next page will help you to 

select from the different models available. 
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For selecting this sensor types, both °Celsius and °Fahrenheit options are available when selecting the 

sensor type as shown below: 

 

The sensors must be wired to the universal input on one side and the other one to 0V. The pull-up 

selector DIP-SW for the channel must be in the ON position. 

R1

UIx

0V

Nickel type

On

Off

 

The multiplier is an offset that will be added or subtracted to the current reading. 

Wiring should be kept short with no more than 50 metres or 150 feet roundtrip as any added resistance 

added to the sensor will modify the temperature reading and must be compensated with the calibration 

value. 
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Recommended wiring is #18 - #22 wire gauge braided copper shielded or unshielded. If shielded wire is 

used, the shield must be connected to earth on a single point to avoid parasitic currents that might 

affect the reading. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading. 
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 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Silicon TE-6x00, series by 

Johnson controls. 

The following temperature sensors from Johnson controls that have Silicon temperature sensors with a 

temperature coefficient of 7.7 Ω/°C and a temperature reference at 25°C can be used from the following 

series: 

• TE-6100 types 960, 961, 962. 

   

 

There is a great variety of sensors available. For the Nickel or Platinum use, types refer to their 

respective sections on this manual. 

Next page shows wiring diagram to the universal inputs and general settings. 
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For selecting this sensor types, both a °Celsius and °Fahrenheit options are available when selecting the 

sensor type as shown below: 

 

 

The sensors must be wired to the universal input on one side and the other one to 0V. The pull-up 

selector DIP-SW for the channel must be in the ON position. 

R1

UIx

0V

Silicon type

On

Off

 

The multiplier is an offset that will be added or subtracted to the current reading. 

Wiring should be kept short with no more than 50 metres or 150 feet roundtrip as any added resistance 

added to the sensor will modify the temperature reading and must be compensated with the calibration 

value. 

Recommended wiring is #18 - #22 wire gauge braided copper shielded or unshielded. If shielded wire is 

used, the shield must be connected to earth on a single point to avoid parasitic currents that might 

affect the reading. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading. 
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 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Silicon KTY-1x0 series by NXP / 

Digikey. 

The following temperature sensors from NXP and distributed by Digikey that have Silicon temperature 

sensors with a temperature coefficient of 7.7 Ω/°C and a temperature reference at 25°C can be used 

from the following series: 

https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/nxp-usa-inc/KTY81-110112/735617 

There is a great variety of sensors available. For the Nickel or Platinum use, types refer to their 

respective sections on this manual. 

 

Next page shows wiring diagram to the universal inputs and general settings. 

  

https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/nxp-usa-inc/KTY81-110112/735617
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For selecting this sensor types, both a °Celsius and °Fahrenheit options are available when selecting the 

sensor type as shown below: 

 

 

The sensors must be wired to the universal input on one side and the other one to 0V. The pull-up 

selector DIP-SW for the channel must be in the ON position. 

R1

UIx

0V

KTY81 type

On

Off

 

The multiplier is an offset that will be added or subtracted to the current reading. 

Wiring should be kept short with no more than 50 metres or 150 feet roundtrip as any added resistance 

added to the sensor will modify the temperature reading and must be compensated with the calibration 

value. 

Recommended wiring is #18 - #22 wire gauge braided copper shielded or unshielded. If shielded wire is 

used, the shield must be connected to earth on a single point to avoid parasitic currents that might 

affect the reading. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading. 
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 Temperature sensor 1000 Ohms Silicon A99 series by Johnson 

Controls / Penn. 

The following A99 temperature sensors from Johnson Controls / Penn that have a Silicon temperature 

sensor with a temperature coefficient of 7.7 Ω/°C and a temperature reference at 25°C can be used: 

 

 

There is a great variety of models available. For the Nickel or Platinum use, types refer to their 

respective sections on this manual. 
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For selecting this sensor types, both °Celsius and °Fahrenheit options are available when selecting the 

sensor type as shown below: 

 

 

The sensors must be wired to the universal input on one side and the other one to 0V. The pull-up 

selector DIP-SW for the channel must be in the ON position. 

R1

UIx

0V

A99 type

On

Off

 

The multiplier is an offset that will be added or subtracted to the current reading. 

Wiring should be kept short with no more than 50 metres or 150 feet roundtrip as any added resistance 

added to the sensor will modify the temperature reading and must be compensated with the calibration 

value. 

Recommended wiring is #18 - #22 wire gauge braided copper shielded or unshielded. If shielded wire is 

used, the shield must be connected to earth on a single point to avoid parasitic currents that might 

affect the reading.  

The following wire table could also be used for these sensors: 

 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading. 
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 Temperature sensor 20K NTC series by Dwyer instruments. 

 

 

 

 

For selecting this sensor types, a °Celsius option is only available, you can easily convert using the PLC or 

the script by multiplying the °C reading by 1.8 and adding then 32. A subroutine can easily be added to 

do all °C to °F conversions for any variable this way. 

For compatibility, a legacy selection is available, however for better accuracy, it is recommended to use 

one of the new types available which use the Curve A or Curve B types with the 20K curve setting 

selected. 

On next page all the options for connecting and configuring are shown.  
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From UI type selection, the legacy 20K model can be selected, however the last four options highlighted 

using Curve A or Curve B are preferred to obtain the best accuracy. 

 

For NTC thermistors, two wiring options are available when selecting either the Curve A or Curve B 

types: 

* Using built in or external 12V reference supply   * Using the internal 5V Pull-Up. 

Thermistor

UIx

0V

Thermistor

>12V

UIx

On

Off

On

Off

 

The 12V is preferred wiring method as it gives the better bit per °C reading, also low range temperatures 

below -5°are better measured with this method.  

The 5V wiring type offers a grounded common terminal that in some cases improves accuracy for noisy 

environments. 

When selecting the 12V or 5V for either Curve A or Curve B use either the following corresponding 

options to fill in the three constants:  
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When using the 12V wiring option and instead of using the internal 12V reference supply which is highly 

accurate you instead use an external supply that can be as much as ±1V off, it is highly recommended to 

use the option to compensate for this variation, by attaching the 12V external voltage to an additional 

universal input, and use this measurement to compensate the reading, by selecting the appropriate UI 

channel that this voltage is fed to: 

  

Thermistor

External  
>12V

Temperature reading 
UIx

12V external reference
UIy

 

If the same external 12V supply is used for more than one thermistor, the reference voltage reading can 

be the same to all thermistors used, so it only needs to be measured once. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading. 
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 Temperature sensor 10K Type-III by Schneider or Dwyer. 

 

10K type III thermistors are available from mostly any manufacturer. 

Schneider Electric offers the ET Series of temperature sensors that have the 10K NTC thermistors as one 

of their element options. Platinum and Silicon options are also available that could be used as described 

on that type sections elsewhere on this manual. 

 

Next page offers selection options for Dwyer sensors as well.  
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For selecting this sensor types, a °Celsius option is only available, you can easily convert using the PLC or 

the script by multiplying the °C reading by 1.8 and adding then 32. A subroutine can easily be added to 

do all °C to °F conversions for any variable this way. 

From UI type selection use any of the two wiring options for either Curve A or Curve B options. 

 

For 10K type III NTC thermistors, two wiring options are available when selecting either the Curve A or 

Curve B types: 

* Using built in or external 12V reference supply   * Using the internal 5V Pull-Up. 

Thermistor

UIx

0V

Thermistor

>12V

UIx

On

Off

On

Off

 

The 12V is preferred wiring method as it gives the better bit per °C reading, also low range temperatures 

below -5°are better measured with this method.  

The 5V wiring type offers a grounded common terminal that in some cases improves accuracy for noisy 

environments. 
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When selecting the 12V or 5V for either Curve A or Curve B use the following corresponding option to 

fill in the three constants:  

    

When using the 12V wiring option and instead of using the internal 12V reference supply which is highly 

accurate you instead use an external supply that can be as much as ±1V off, it is highly recommended to 

use the option to compensate for this variation, by attaching the 12V external voltage to an additional 

universal input, and use this measurement to compensate the reading, by selecting the appropriate UI 

channel that this voltage is fed to: 

  

Thermistor

External  
>12V

Temperature reading 
UIx

12V external reference
UIy

 

If the same external 12V supply is used for more than one thermistor, the reference voltage reading can 

be the same to all thermistors used, so it only needs to be measured once. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading.  
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 Temperature sensor 10K Type-II by Dwyer instruments. 

10K type II thermistors are available from Dwyer instruments. 

 

 

 

 

For selecting this sensor types, a °Celsius option is only available, you can easily convert using the PLC or 

the script by multiplying the °C reading by 1.8 and adding then 32. A subroutine can easily be added to 

do all °C to °F conversions for any variable this way. 

From UI type selection use any of the two wiring options for either Curve A or Curve B options. 

 

For 10K type II NTC thermistors, two wiring options are available when selecting either the Curve A or 

Curve B types: 

* Using built in or external 12V reference supply   * Using the internal 5V Pull-Up. 

Thermistor

UIx

0V

Thermistor

>12V

UIx

On

Off

On

Off
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The 12V is preferred wiring method as it gives the better bit per °C reading, also low range temperatures 

below -5°are better measured with this method.  

The 5V wiring type offers a grounded common terminal that in some cases improves accuracy for noisy 

environments. 

When selecting the 12V or 5V for either Curve A or Curve B use the following corresponding option to 

fill in the three constants:  

    

When using the 12V wiring option and instead of using the internal 12V reference supply which is highly 

accurate you instead use an external supply that can be as much as ±1V off, it is highly recommended to 

use the option to compensate for this variation, by attaching the 12V external voltage to an additional 

universal input, and use this measurement to compensate the reading, by selecting the appropriate UI 

channel that this voltage is fed to: 

  

Thermistor

External  
>12V

Temperature reading 
UIx

12V external reference
UIy

 

If the same external 12V supply is used for more than one thermistor, the reference voltage reading can 

be the same to all thermistors used, so it only needs to be measured once. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading.  
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 Temperature sensor 5K by Digikey. 

5K thermistors are available from Digikey manufactured by TDK for cabinet and evaporator in 

refrigerators and deep freezers applications: https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-

electronics/B57020M2502A017/739845?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaMAGA7KgcgERAF0BfIA 

 

 

For selecting this sensor types, a °Celsius option is only available, you can easily convert using the PLC or 

the script by multiplying the °C reading by 1.8 and adding then 32. A subroutine can easily be added to 

do all °C to °F conversions for any variable this way. 

From UI type selection use any of the two wiring options for either Curve A or Curve B options. 

 

For 5K thermistors, two wiring options are available when selecting either the Curve A or Curve B types: 

* Using built in or external 12V reference supply   * Using the internal 5V Pull-Up. 

Thermistor

UIx

0V

Thermistor

>12V

UIx

On

Off

On

Off

 

The 12V is preferred wiring method as it gives the better bit per °C reading, also low range temperatures 

below -5°are better measured with this method.  

The 5V wiring type offers a grounded common terminal that in some cases improves accuracy for noisy 

environments. 

  

https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-electronics/B57020M2502A017/739845?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaMAGA7KgcgERAF0BfIA
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-electronics/B57020M2502A017/739845?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaMAGA7KgcgERAF0BfIA
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When selecting the 12V or 5V for either Curve A or Curve B use the following corresponding option to 

fill in the three constants:  

    

When using the 12V wiring option and instead of using the internal 12V reference supply which is highly 

accurate you instead use an external supply that can be as much as ±1V off, it is highly recommended to 

use the option to compensate for this variation, by attaching the 12V external voltage to an additional 

universal input, and use this measurement to compensate the reading, by selecting the appropriate UI 

channel that this voltage is fed to: 

  

Thermistor

External  
>12V

Temperature reading 
UIx

12V external reference
UIy

 

If the same external 12V supply is used for more than one thermistor, the reference voltage reading can 

be the same to all thermistors used, so it only needs to be measured once. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading.  
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 Temperature sensor 3K by Digikey. 

3K thermistors are available from Digikey manufactured by TDK for short response and low cost 

applications: https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-

electronics/B57863S0302F040/739900?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaMBGJAGFA5AIiALoC%2BQA 

 

 

For selecting this sensor types, a °Celsius option is only available, you can easily convert using the PLC or 

the script by multiplying the °C reading by 1.8 and adding then 32. A subroutine can easily be added to 

do all °C to °F conversions for any variable this way. 

From UI type selection use any of the two wiring options for either Curve A or Curve B options. 

 

For 3K thermistors, two wiring options are available when selecting either the Curve A or Curve B types: 

* Using built in or external 12V reference supply   * Using the internal 5V Pull-Up. 

Thermistor

UIx

0V

Thermistor

>12V

UIx

On

Off

On

Off

 

The 12V is preferred wiring method as it gives the better bit per °C reading, also low range temperatures 

below -5°are better measured with this method.  

The 5V wiring type offers a grounded common terminal that in some cases improves accuracy for noisy 

environments. 

  

https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-electronics/B57863S0302F040/739900?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaMBGJAGFA5AIiALoC%2BQA
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-electronics/B57863S0302F040/739900?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaMBGJAGFA5AIiALoC%2BQA
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When selecting the 12V or 5V for either Curve A or Curve B use the following corresponding option to 

fill in the three constants:  

    

When using the 12V wiring option and instead of using the internal 12V reference supply which is highly 

accurate you instead use an external supply that can be as much as ±1V off, it is highly recommended to 

use the option to compensate for this variation, by attaching the 12V external voltage to an additional 

universal input, and use this measurement to compensate the reading, by selecting the appropriate UI 

channel that this voltage is fed to: 

  

Thermistor

External  
>12V

Temperature reading 
UIx

12V external reference
UIy

 

If the same external 12V supply is used for more than one thermistor, the reference voltage reading can 

be the same to all thermistors used, so it only needs to be measured once. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading.  
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 Temperature sensor 1K by Digikey. 

1K thermistors are available from Digikey manufactured by TDK for temperature compensation, 

measurement and control (chassis mounting) with good thermal coupling through screw-typecase 

https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-

electronics/B57045K0102K000/3500200?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaA7ABgGwJQOQBEQBdAXyA 

 

 

 

For selecting this sensor types, a °Celsius option is only available, you can easily convert using the PLC or 

the script by multiplying the °C reading by 1.8 and adding then 32. A subroutine can easily be added to 

do all °C to °F conversions for any variable this way. 

From UI type selection use any of the two wiring options for either Curve A or Curve B options. 

 

For 1K thermistors, two wiring options are available when selecting either the Curve A or Curve B types: 

* Using built in or external 12V reference supply   * Using the internal 5V Pull-Up. 

Thermistor

UIx

0V

Thermistor

>12V

UIx

On

Off

On

Off

 

The 12V is preferred wiring method as it gives the better bit per °C reading, also low range temperatures 

below -5°are better measured with this method.  

The 5V wiring type offers a grounded common terminal that in some cases improves accuracy for noisy 

environments. 

https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-electronics/B57045K0102K000/3500200?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaA7ABgGwJQOQBEQBdAXyA
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/epcos-tdk-electronics/B57045K0102K000/3500200?s=N4IgTCBcDaICwE4CsBaA7ABgGwJQOQBEQBdAXyA
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When selecting the 12V or 5V for either Curve A or Curve B use the following corresponding option to 

fill in the three constants:  

    

When using the 12V wiring option and instead of using the internal 12V reference supply which is highly 

accurate you instead use an external supply that can be as much as ±1V off, it is highly recommended to 

use the option to compensate for this variation, by attaching the 12V external voltage to an additional 

universal input, and use this measurement to compensate the reading, by selecting the appropriate UI 

channel that this voltage is fed to: 

  

Thermistor

External  
>12V

Temperature reading 
UIx

12V external reference
UIy

 

If the same external 12V supply is used for more than one thermistor, the reference voltage reading can 

be the same to all thermistors used, so it only needs to be measured once. 

The general or per channel integration time can be increased to remove unwanted noise being picked 

up by the field wiring to eliminate temperature reading variance. 

The calibration field is an offset that is added or subtracted (if negative) from the reading.  
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 Temperature sensor using any arbitrary NTC thermistor using 

Steinhart-Hart calculators from any manufacturer or supplier. 

The MFC tool provides two links to two different online calculators. They both provide exactly, the same 

result, therefore which one you use is just a matter of your own personal taste. 

 

Using the thermistor’s temperature to resistance 

charts usually available from the manufacturer 

you can easily calculate the three constants 

needed by the Steinhart-Hart equation using the 

online calculators.  

A typical chart or table is shown to the right for 

different NTC thermistors: 
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In this one shown first, you must enter the three resistance / temperature points in Ohms and °Celsius. 

It also provides a neat visual representation of the three input points in the graphed curve. 

The three A, B and C constants that are highlighted in yellow in the figure below can be simply copied 

and pasted into the MFC tool using the common CTRL-C (copy) and CTRL-V (paste) Windows commands. 

 

On this other online calculator option, you must enter the three points in °Fahrenheit and Ohms, 

respectively. Note that there is nothing stopping you from manually converting the temperatures in the 

resistance vs. temperature charts from °C to °F and vice versa to use any of these two web sites that you 

prefer. On the next page a typical resistance vs. temperature NTC thermistor chart is shown. 
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 Resistance measuring to obtain ohms value from 

potentiometers or resistive type sensors. 

There are two methods of connecting resistive sensors such as:  

• PTC temperature sensors. 

• NTC thermistors  

• Potentiometers  

• Any kind of resistive sensor. 

The first option is to connect one side of the resistive element to the +12V DC voltage reference 

terminal and the other side to the universal input terminal, in this case the DIP-SW for that channel 

must be in the OFF position. 

R1

>12V

UIx

200 Ω < R1 < 1 MΩ
On

Off

 

This setup has the following advantages:   disadvantages: 

• Higher resistance range.    * Uses a higher voltage. 

• Better bit per ohm resolution. 

 

The second option is to connect one side of the resistive element to the 0V terminal also called Ground 

and the other side to the universal input terminal, in this case the DIP-SW for that channel must be in 

the ON position and applies an internal 5V reference voltage across a 1 Kilo ohm impedance resistor. 

R1

UIx

0V

500 Ω < R1 < 40 KΩ

On

Off

 

This setup has the following advantages:   disadvantages: 

• One side is grounded.    * Reduced bit per ohm resolution. 

• Uses a smaller voltage.   * Reduced resistance range. 

 

Use either option as needed when selecting from the calibration type:

 

The value read will be in ohms and can be scaled and or adjusted using the math instructions of the PLC 

as needed. 

The integration is applied, and the calibration value is an offset added or subtracted to the ohm value. 
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Section 2: 
ATTACHING DIGITAL SENSORS TO THE UNIVERSAL INPUTS 

 Dry contact digital sensors with common grounded. 

When using dry contact sensors, there are two connection types available to either 0V or grounded or 

applying an external 12 Volts to one of the terminals. 

Here we will first see how to connect the grounded type. 

Dry contact sensors are usually mechanical type where two metal contacts close or open and can have 

applied on them AC or DC voltages without regard to polarity as shown below. 

 

The wiring diagram is as follows; one terminal connected to the universal input while the other one is 

connected to 0V.  

The Pull-Up DIP-SW for that channel must be in the ON position. 

UIx

0V

On

Off

 

For this option to work correctly in the Expanded INFO dialog select the: “Inverted BI logic” checkbox. 
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 Dry contact digital sensors with common connected to DC 

Voltage. 

When using dry contact sensors, there are two connection types available to either 0V or grounded or 

applying an external 12 Volts to one of the terminals. 

Here we will now see how to connect the type that has a DC voltage applied across. 

Dry contact sensors are usually mechanical type where two metal contacts close or open and can have 

applied on them AC or DC voltages without regard to polarity as shown below. 

 

The wiring diagram is as follows; one terminal connected to the external reference voltage of 12 Volts 

DC or using a 15KΩ resistor in series if using 24 VDC.  

The Pull-Up DIP-SW for that channel must be in the OFF position. 

>12V

UIx

On

Off

24VDC

UIx

R1 15 KΩ, ½W, 5%

 

For this option to work correctly in the Expanded INFO dialog unselect the: “Inverted BI logic” checkbox, 
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 Connecting NPN type digital sensors. 

NPN sensors come in many different forms, shapes, construction, and types such as: 

• Inductive 

• Magnetic 

• Capacitive 

• Proximity 

• Optical 

• And many more 

They distinguish themselves from “dry contact” sensors because instead of a mechanical contact they 

have an electronic transistor as the output. 

Following is a typical table for proximity sensors, in where it can be seen that the NPN switching output 

is one of the available options. 

 

To the right is a typical installation diagram for 

an NPN output sensor, a load resistance RL is 

usually connected to the positive supply side. 

Take note that the colors and identification of 

the terminals very and are different according to 

the manufacturer or specific part number. 
 

A typical wiring diagram for either 12V or 24V supply is shown below, the Pull-Up DIP-SW for the 

channel should be OFF. Typical load resistors for a ~2-4 mA load for both DC supplies are shown. 

>12V

UIx

On

Off

R1

R1 = 3.3 KΩ, ½W, 5%

0V-

>

+ 24V

UIx

On

Off

R1

R1 = 15 KΩ, ½W, 5%

0V-

>

+
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 Connecting PNP type digital sensors. 

PNP sensors come in many different forms, shapes, construction, and types such as: 

• Inductive 

• Magnetic 

• Capacitive 

• Proximity 

• Optical 

• And many more 

They distinguish themselves from “dry contact” sensors because instead of a mechanical contact they 

have an electronic transistor as the output. 

Following is a typical table for proximity sensors, in where it can be seen that the NPN switching output 

is one of the available options. 

 

To the right is a typical installation diagram for a 

PNP output sensor, a load resistance RL is 

usually connected to the ground or 0Vterminal. 

Take note that the colors and identification of 

the terminals very and are different according to 

the manufacturer or specific part number.  

A typical wiring diagram for either 12V or 24V supply is shown below, the Pull-Up DIP-SW for the 

channel should be OFF. Typical load resistors for a ~1 mA load for both DC supplies are also shown. 

>12V

UIx

On

Off

0V-

>

+ 24V

UIx

On

OffR1

R1 = 15 KΩ, ½W, 5%

0V-

>

+

 

NOTE 1: Universal Inputs have a 15.3KΩ internal network resistor connected to 0V, which is used as the 

RL load resistor for a load current of approximately ~1 mA.  

NOTE 2: The external resistor is only needed for operation with a 24V supply to protect the UI from 

overvoltage. 
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 Pulse type sensor to measure water consumption. 

Water meter is something that usually needs to be measured on BAS systems. Many types and 

technologies are offered by insurmountable number of suppliers. 

Below are images of typical flow sensors used measure water consumption from the online supplier: 

https://www.omega.com/en-us/flow-instruments/flow-meters/c/paddlewheel-flow-meters 

 

 

 

 

As usually the output type of this sensors is either a: Dry-Contact or PNP or NPN output, please refer for 

the previous two sections on connecting this type of sensors. 

Some sensors have electronic pulse dividers that provide a scaled version of the reading, while other 

ones are straight pulses coming out of the magnetic pickup sensor. 

You must read the manual to know how use and connect the sensors. On next page is a typical 

calculation to obtain water consumption in either m3 or feet3 units. 

  

https://www.omega.com/en-us/flow-instruments/flow-meters/c/paddlewheel-flow-meters
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For our example we will use a water flow sensor from: https://www.omega.com/en-us/flow-

instruments/flow-meters/paddlewheel-flow-meters/p/FPB100-Series 

This type of sensors have an electronic built board that is used to match the sensor to the pipe being 

installed into, at the end the board provides pulsed outputs that can be fed to a universal input set as a 

pulse counter. 

  

The UI-1 and UI-2 each master or slave are high speed pulse inputs and can take a pulse frequency up to 

250 pulses per second or 15,000 pulses per minute.  

The UI-3 thru UI-8 can only take up to 10 pulses per second or 600 pulses per minute. If your signal is 

less than 10 pulses per second, it is recommended to use UI-3 thru UI-8 as they have an additional 

software filter that eliminates noise.  

https://www.omega.com/en-us/flow-instruments/flow-meters/paddlewheel-flow-meters/p/FPB100-Series
https://www.omega.com/en-us/flow-instruments/flow-meters/paddlewheel-flow-meters/p/FPB100-Series
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Once you have the pulse signal connected either as NPN or PNP types as described on the sections 

above, all you need to do is to set up a TOTALIZER instruction. 

Below is the setup of the “Totalizer Instruction” using System Design Studio.  

 

After we have the reading in Gallons it is easy using the PLC with the math instructions to convert it to: 

• Liters. 

Multiply US Gallons by 3.785412 to obtain litres. 

• Cubic metres. 

Multiply US Gallons by 0.003785 to obtain m3. 

• Cubic feet. 

Multiply US Gallons by 0.133681 to obtain feet3. 

Also, if you want periodic measurements such a Litres/hour instead / or in addition to the accumulated 

readings, an additional accumulator per period can also be added. 
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 Pulse type sensor to measure gas. 

Gas measurement is another typical requirement of a BAS system is shown below from: 

https://www.elster-americanmeter.com/assets/products/products_elster_files/EAM-DS3537.pdf 

 

The output type of this meters is either a: Dry-Contact or PNP or NPN output, please refer for the 

previous sections on connecting this type of sensors. 

Usually, this type of meters provide a pulse output per every unit or fraction of unis consumed, 

therefore similarly as with water meters, the pulsed output representing a unit of gas, which is typically 

1 cubic foot can be fed directly to an accumulator. 

The UI-1 and UI-2 each master or slave are high speed pulse inputs and can take a pulse frequency up to 

250 pulses per second or 15,000 pulses per minute.  

The UI-3 thru UI-8 can only take up to 10 pulses per second or 600 pulses per minute. If your signal is 

less than 10 pulses per second, it is recommended to use UI-3 thru UI-8 as they have an additional 

software filter that eliminates noise.  

https://www.elster-americanmeter.com/assets/products/products_elster_files/EAM-DS3537.pdf
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Once you have the pulse signal connected either as NPN or PNP types as described on the sections 

above, all you need to do is to set up a TOTALIZER instruction. 

Below is the setup of the “Totalizer Instruction” using System Design Studio.  

 

After we have the reading in feet3 it is easy using the PLC with the math instructions to convert it to: 

• Cubic metres. 

Multiply cubic feet by 0.028317 to obtain m3. 

Also, if you want periodic measurements such a ft3/hour instead / or in addition to the accumulated 

readings, an additional accumulator per period can also be added. 
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 Pulse type sensor to measure energy consumption in KWh. 

Energy meters that provide a pulse output per every KWh of energy can be connected to NX controllers 

to keep track and optionally trend the energy information. 

One of such meters is the PM3210 meter from Schneider Electric: 

https://www.se.com/ww/en/product/METSEPM3210/pm3210-power-meter---output-digital-and-pulse/ 

 

 

The output type of this meters is either a: Dry-Contact or PNP or NPN output, please refer for the 

previous sections on connecting this type of sensors. 

Usually, this type of meters provide a pulse output per every unit or fraction of unis consumed, 

therefore similarly as with water and gas meters, the pulsed output representing a unit of energy which 

is typically (KWh – Kilo Watt per hour), which can be fed directly to an accumulator. 

The UI-1 and UI-2 each master or slave are high speed pulse inputs and can take a pulse frequency up to 

250 pulses per second or 15,000 pulses per minute.  

The UI-3 thru UI-8 can only take up to 10 pulses per second or 600 pulses per minute. If your signal is 

less than 10 pulses per second, it is recommended to use UI-3 thru UI-8 as they have an additional 

software filter that eliminates noise.  

https://www.se.com/ww/en/product/METSEPM3210/pm3210-power-meter---output-digital-and-pulse/
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Once you have the pulse signal connected either as NPN or PNP types as described on the sections 

above, all you need to do is to set up a TOTALIZER instruction. 

Below is the setup of the “Totalizer Instruction” using System Design Studio.  

 

Also, if you want periodic measurements such as KWh/hour instead / or in addition to the accumulated 

readings, an additional accumulator per period can also be added. 
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Section 3: 
ATTACHING DIGITAL SENSORS USING THE FIELDBUSES 

 Connecting the environmental corrosion monitor ECM. 

One of the protocols supported by NX controllers is that one for the Environmental Corrosion Monitor 

which is a widely used solution in the oil and mining industry. 

https://www.cosasco.com/product/ecm-environmental-condition-monitoring-system 

 

 

By loading any standard OpenBAS-HV-NX10 controller with the dual core version of the firmware, this 

protocol is loaded into COM2 when set for the ASCII protocol. 

It must be set to 9,600 baud no parity as well. 

On the next page the jumper setting of the internal main PCB of the ECM is highlighted to use either an 

RS232 or a RS485 connection between the ECM and the NX10P. 

https://www.cosasco.com/product/ecm-environmental-condition-monitoring-system
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Select the jumpers as needed for RS232 or RS485 operation. As described on the manual the RS232 is 

the standard and preferred connection method, on the next page the wiring diagram is shown.
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Diagram for connecting the ECM to the NX using an external RS232 to RS485 converter. 
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Also, by installing an accessory RS232 board on the NX instead of the standard RS485 driver, a direct 

connection can be done instead as shown below. Optionally also if you already have an RS232 crossover 

cable with DB9-M connectors on both ends, a DB9 to 3 pin terminal connectors is also available. 
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Mapping table for ECM: 

When using this protocol, the following points 

get automatically mapped into the remote 

points and regularly updated every minute for 

your use. 

You can also use the NX’s PLC to do math on 

them or set alarms based on ranges, or anything 

else you need.  

  

Mnemonic RES_FLT Description

GL1  RES_FLT-11: G LEVEL 1; G1, G2, G3, G4, GX

GL2  RES_FLT-12: G LEVEL 2; G1, G2, G3, G4, GX

CR1  RES_FLT-13: CORROSION RATE A° / PER MONTH Cu

CR2  RES_FLT-14: CORROSION RATE A° / PER MONTH Ag

ML1  RES_FLT-15: METAL LOSS A° Cu

ML2  RES_FLT-16: METAL LOSS A° Ag

TEMP  RES_FLT-17: TEMPERATURE °C x 10

RH  RES_FLT-18: RELATIVE HUMIDITY % x 10

DPT  RES_FLT-19: DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSMITTER inWG
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 Connecting the NSHF/NSGP digital weight scale. 

When you are in the need of precisely measure weight, rather than using an analog reading that will lose 

precision, it is better to attach the digital weight to the serial port on an NX and have the full resolution 

that a digital scale offers. 

Most of the NSHF/NSGP digital weight scales from this link come with a built-in serial port that can be 

attached directly to an NX to get the weight reading. 

https://mx.nsglobaltrade.com/ 

 

Refer to the specific model for the terminals and settings needed, use a 9,600 baud, no parity 

communication on COM2. 

 

By loading any standard OpenBAS-HV-NX10 

controller with the dual core version of the 

firmware, this protocol is loaded into COM2 

when set for as shown to the right: 

 

On the next page typical wiring connections are shown.  

https://mx.nsglobaltrade.com/
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Diagram for connecting a digital weight scale to the NX using an external RS232 to RS485 converter. 
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Also, by installing an accessory RS232 board on the NX instead of the standard RS485 driver, a direct 

connection can be done instead as shown below. Optionally also if you already have an RS232 crossover 

cable with DB9-M connectors on both ends, a DB9 to 3 pin terminal connectors is also available. 
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 Connecting the IQ plus 355 digital weight scale. 

When you are in the need of precisely measure weight, rather than using an analog reading that will lose 

precision, it is better to attach the digital weight to the serial port on an NX and have the full resolution 

that a digital scale offers. 

The IQ plus 355 digital weight scale from this link come with a built-in serial port that can be attached 

directly to an NX to get the weight reading. 

https://www.cisco-eagle.com/uploads/Rice-Lake-Manuals/IQ-plus-355-Installation-Manual.pdf 

 

As shown on the image below, the J4 connector on the weight scale has the EDP port that when set to 

output the weight being measured at a 9,600 baud, no parity can be attached to the COM2 of an NX 

controller 

 

 
These three wires need to be connected as shown on the next page: 

 

  

https://www.cisco-eagle.com/uploads/Rice-Lake-Manuals/IQ-plus-355-Installation-Manual.pdf
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By loading any standard OpenBAS-HV-NX10 

controller with the dual core version of the 

firmware, this protocol is loaded into COM2 

when set for as shown to the right: 

 

Diagram for connecting a digital weight scale to the NX using an external RS232 to RS485 converter. 
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Also, by installing an accessory RS232 board on the NX instead of the standard RS485 driver, a direct 

connection can be done instead as shown below. Optionally also if you already have an RS232 crossover 

cable with DB9-M connectors on both ends, a DB9 to 3 pin terminal connectors is also available. 
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 Connecting the OpenBAS-HV-WLSTH temperature and humidity 

transmitter using Optomux. 

When there is the need to measure temperature and humidity over an RS485 bus, as many OpenBAS-

HV-WLSTH transmitters can be attached to the bus as needed. The fieldbuses on an NX controller can 

have up to 32 controllers can be attached on a typical bus without needing bus extenders using this 

connection method. 

https://mircom.com/product-listing/smart-buildings/building-automation-systems/hvac/wireless-

transmitter-temperature-humidity/ 

 

The OpenBAS-HV-WLSTH comes from the factory set to wireless mode, to change it to RS485 using 

Optomux follow the instructions on the user guide described on the next page.  

For wiring refer to Mircom document LT-6131 on page 16, The mapping point for Optomux is also 

shown below. 

 

https://mircom.com/product-listing/smart-buildings/building-automation-systems/hvac/wireless-transmitter-temperature-humidity/
https://mircom.com/product-listing/smart-buildings/building-automation-systems/hvac/wireless-transmitter-temperature-humidity/
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 Connecting the OpenBAS-HV-WLSTH temperature and humidity 

transmitter using Modbus. 

When there is the need to measure temperature and humidity over an RS485 bus, as many OpenBAS-

HV-WLSTH transmitters can be attached to the bus as needed. The fieldbuses on an NX controller can 

have up to 32 controllers can be attached on a typical bus without needing bus extenders using this 

connection method. 

https://mircom.com/product-listing/smart-buildings/building-automation-systems/hvac/wireless-

transmitter-temperature-humidity/ 

 

The OpenBAS-HV-WLSTH comes from the factory set to wireless mode, to change it to RS485 using 

Modbus follow the instructions on the user guide described on the next page.  

For wiring refer to Mircom document LT-6131 on page 16, The mapping point for Optomux is also 

shown below. 

  

  

https://mircom.com/product-listing/smart-buildings/building-automation-systems/hvac/wireless-transmitter-temperature-humidity/
https://mircom.com/product-listing/smart-buildings/building-automation-systems/hvac/wireless-transmitter-temperature-humidity/
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 Connecting the BRTH temperature and humidity transmitter 

using Optomux. 

When there is the need to measure temperature and humidity over an RS485 bus, as many OpenBAS-

HV-WLSTH transmitters can be attached to the bus as needed. The fieldbuses on an NX controller can 

have up to 32 controllers can be attached on a typical bus without needing bus extenders using this 

connection method. 

http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Spanish/BRTH_SP.pdf 

 

Wiring the senor to the RS485 bus is straightforward, Also the protocol and address selection is simply 

done by setting a DIP-SW as shown below. Baud is set to 9,600 no stop bit. 

0 V
12-24 Volts 
AC/DC

RS485 D+
RS485 D-

RS485 ref

LED

DIP-Switch Temperature & 
humidity sensor

Bus address 
0..63

Protocol

7-8
0-0 = ASCII
1-0 = Optomux  
0-1 = Modbus/RTU
1-1 = BACnet/MSTP

Switches 1 thru 6
SW-1 = 1
SW-1 = 2
SW-1 = 4
SW-1 = 8

SW-1 = 16
SW-1 = 32

Add values to 
obtain address

 

The following points can be mapped in Optomux: 

  

http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Spanish/BRTH_SP.pdf
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 Connecting the BRTH temperature and humidity transmitter 

using Modbus. 

When there is the need to measure temperature and humidity over an RS485 bus, as many OpenBAS-

HV-WLSTH transmitters can be attached to the bus as needed. The fieldbuses on an NX controller can 

have up to 32 controllers can be attached on a typical bus without needing bus extenders using this 

connection method. 

http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Spanish/BRTH_SP.pdf 

 

Wiring the senor to the RS485 bus is straightforward, Also the protocol and address selection is simply 

done by setting a DIP-SW as shown below. Baud is set to 9,600 no stop bit. 

0 V
12-24 Volts 
AC/DC

RS485 D+
RS485 D-

RS485 ref

LED

DIP-Switch Temperature & 
humidity sensor

Bus address 
0..63

Protocol

7-8
0-0 = ASCII
1-0 = Optomux
0-1 = Modbus/RTU  
1-1 = BACnet/MSTP

Switches 1 thru 6
SW-1 = 1
SW-1 = 2
SW-1 = 4
SW-1 = 8

SW-1 = 16
SW-1 = 32

Add values to 
obtain address

 

On the next page you can review the Modbus-RTU mapping: 

  

http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Spanish/BRTH_SP.pdf
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The following points can be mapped in Modbus-RTU: 

 

• Holding register 1 Temperature °C   x10 Read only. 

• Holding register 2 Humidity %RH    x10 Read only. 

• Holding register 3 Temperature °F   x10 Read only. 

• Holding register 4 Calibrate temperature °C  X10 Read / Write. 

• Holding register 5 Calibrate humidity  x10 Read / Write. 
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 Connecting Yaskawa variable frequency drive VFD. 

Most VFD´s that have a modbus interface can be attached to the NX con COM1 set as master. With that 

all the points that are accessible over the modbus interface can be read and written easily. 

On this example we will show you how to connect and control a V1000 VFD  from Yaskawa. 

https://www.yaskawa.com/products/drives/industrial-ac-drives/microdrives/v1000-drive 

 

 

 

  

As shown on the image to the right, the modbus 

cards that all V1001 VFD drives have, have five 

terminals labeled: 

R+ and S+ must be shorted together  = D+  

R- and S- must be shorted together  = D- 

G is the reference terminal   = REF  

These should be connected on the RS485 bus. 

As many as 32 VFD’s can be connected to the 

RS485 bus and controlled by an NX. 

All the points mapped as remote points. 

  

https://www.yaskawa.com/products/drives/industrial-ac-drives/microdrives/v1000-drive
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Below is a list of the VFD settings for controlling them via the RS485 bus as taken from Yaskawa’s user 
guide: 
 
Settings of the V-1000 for being driven by modbus: 
 
b1-01 FreqRef = 2   // Modbus, 0=OP, 1=Trm, 3=OptPCB, 4=PulseInp 

b1-02 RunComand = 2   // Modbus, 0=OP, 1=Trm, 3=OptPCB 

b1-03 StopMeth = 1   // Coast to stop 

b1-04 reverse = 1   // reverse disabled 

b1-15 Freqref2 = 2   // Modbus, 0=OP, 1=Trm, 3=OptPCB, 4=PulseInp 

b1-16 RunComand2 = 2   // Modbus, 0=OP, 1=Trm, 3=OptPCB, 4=PulseInp 

H5-01 Address = 0x00..0x20  // Default 31 = 0x1F (Rango válido 1..32) 

H5-02 Speed = 3   // 9,600 baud 

H5-03 Parity = 0   // No parity 

H5-04 StopMthd = 1   // Coast to stop 

H5-05 CommFaultEn = 1 (0)  // Enable fault detection = 1, disabled = 0 

H5-06 WaitTx = 5   // ms wait for transmit 

H5-07 RTS = 1    // Set a 1 para RS485 

H5-09 CTS = 10   // Default seconds to alarm no COMM modbus RTU 

H5-10 unitVoltageMon = 0  // .1 (X10) 

H5-11 CommEnterFnct = 1  // Default 

H5-12 RunComand = 0   // Bit.0 reg 0001 start FWD, Bit.1 reg 0001 start REV 

 
This is the list of some of the modbus registers used for this application.  
 
modbus registers read & write: 
Holding_Register[ 2 ]   // 0/1 to start and stop the motor 

Holding_Register[ 3 ]   // Frequency reference in Hz x100  

// Units depend on setting of: o1-03 x100-Hz (default = 0)  

// x100-% = 1, x1 RPM/min = 2) 

 

modbus registers read only: 
Holding_Register[ 33 ]  // Status: bit0=run, bit1=reverse, bit2=ready, bit3=fault... 

Holding_Register[ 34 ]  // fault code: bit0=overCurr, bit1=OverVlt, 2=Overload,  

// bit3=Overheat... 

Holding_Register[ 36 ]  // Frequency reference (Units are determined by parameter o1-03) 

Holding_Register[ 37 ]  // Output frequency (Units are determined by parameter o1-03) 

Holding_Register[ 38 ]  // Output voltage reference x10 (units determined by H5-10) 

Holding_Register[ 39 ]  // Output current x100 (0.01 A units for drives set to 11 kW in  

// Heavy or normal Duty and 0.1 A units for drives set to >= 15 kW  

Holding_Register[ 40 ]  // Output power 

Holding_Register[ 41 ]  // Output Torque reference (OLV only) 

 

On next page you can see the typical labels of a system to drive the VFD: 
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NX5 labels: 
==================================================== 

Controller name [Yaskawa] 

Address: [USB] 

===================================================== 

----------------------------------------------------- 

ADF eeprom 

----------------------------------------------------- 

ADF -1 [Frequency VFDx100] = 400.000000 

----------------------------------------------------- 

ADI eeprom 

----------------------------------------------------- 

ADI -1 [Mask drive run FWD] = 1 (hex=0x0001) 

ADI -2 [Mask_drive_run_REV] = 2 (hex=0x0002) 

ADI -3 [Mask_drive_ready] = 4 (hex=0x0004) 

ADI -4 [Mask_fault] = 8 (hex=0x0008) 

----------------------------------------------------- 

RES_BIT in RAM 

----------------------------------------------------- 

RES_BIT-40 [Run FWD] 

RES_BIT-41 [Run_REV] 

RES_BIT-42 [Drive ready] 

RES_BIT-43 [Fault active] 

----------------------------------------------------- 

RES_FLT in RAM 

----------------------------------------------------- 

RES_FLT-1 [Frequency /Hz] 

RES_FLT-2 [Motor voltage] 

RES_FLT-3 [Current_Amps] 

RES_FLT-4 [Energy_Watts] 

RES_FLT-5 [Status bits] 

----------------------------------------------------- 

Remote points 

----------------------------------------------------- 

REMT_PT-1 [Start/Stop RD] 

REMT_PT-2 [Start/Stop_WR] 

REMT_PT-3 [Freq Ref WR x100] 

REMT_PT-4 [Freq_Ref_RD_x100] 

REMT_PT-5 [Status bits] 

REMT_PT-6 [Fault codes] 

REMT_PT-7 [Freq_ref_x100] 

REMT_PT-8 [Output_F.Ref_x100] 

REMT_PT-9 [Output Voltage x10] 

REMT_PT-10 [Output_Curr_x10] 

REMT_PT-11 [Output_Power /10] 

REMT_PT-12 [Output_Torque (OLV] 
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 Connecting Honeywell gas and explosivity sensor using modbus. 

The oil and mining industries are always high risk, and therefore the use of gas sensors for explosivity 

levels or detection of harmful gases is mandatory. 

Most sensors besides having the industry standard 4-20 mA analog interface, also use the Hart protocol, 

and for SCADA systems they all use modbus. 

As the COM1 of all NX controllers can be set to modbus master, it is possible to attach the readings of 

these sensors to be directly read by the NX controller to avoid losing accuracy or resolution. 

The link below provides access to such a gas sensor: 

https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/products/safety/gas-and-flame-detection/industrial-fixed/xnx-

universal-transmitter 

 

The connection of this sensor uses typical industrial modbus labeling A & B for the terminals in where: 

Most manufacturers are all incorrect (but consistent), and their practice is in widespread use. The issue 

also exists in programmable logic controller applications. Care must be taken when using A/B naming. 

Alternate nomenclature is often used to avoid confusion surrounding the A/B naming: 

• TX+/RX+ or D+ as alternative for B , (high for mark i.e. idle) 

• TX−/RX− or D− as alternative for A, (low for mark i.e., idle) 

In addition to the A and B connections, an optional, third connection may be present (the TIA standard 

requires the presence of a common return path between all circuit grounds along the balanced line for 

proper operation) called SC, G or reference. 

Most systems are set up at 9,600 baud no parity, but some use either odd or even parity, so be sure the 

sensor setting with that of COM1. 

On the next page a typical setting for COM1 using modbus is depicted. 

  

https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/products/safety/gas-and-flame-detection/industrial-fixed/xnx-universal-transmitter
https://sps.honeywell.com/us/en/products/safety/gas-and-flame-detection/industrial-fixed/xnx-universal-transmitter
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As mostly these sensors are set up and commissioned by certified technicians, you must ask them to 

provide you with the specific mapping of the modbus registers, and whether they are mapped as either 

input registers for read only or holding registers if any parameter is intended to also be able to be 

written. 

Also, any multiplication factor and should be provided by the installer for you to map on the NX remote 

points. 

This is a typical list of gases that can be measured by industrial gas sensors: 
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 Connecting an Arduino board to send to the NX any kind of 

digital information. 

Arduino boards are nowadays used by many engineers doing BAS installations; however, the limited 

input range and resolution of Arduino’s boards limit their applications. 

https://www.arduino.cc/ 

When you want to use an NX as the analog front end and read the universal inputs from an Arduino 

and optionally control the NX’s outputs you have two options. 

• One is to use TTL signals of the UART that is what the Arduino boards use. That however limits 

you to no more than 30 cm. between the Arduino board and the NX, also only one NX can be 

attached per Arduino. 

• The other one is to add an RS485 driver to the Arduino to extend the range up to 1,200 metres 

and also to network up to 32 NX controllers on the bus. 

On the image below you can see how a typical RS485 network card can be plugged on top of an Arduino 

board, and the details of the network card terminals on the right. 

        

The wiring diagram for using TTL is as follows, you can connect any of COM1, COM2 or COM3 of the NX 

to the UART of the Arduino, make sure to connect the TX → RX in both cases (crossover) and the GND of 

both systems together:

 

https://www.arduino.cc/
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When using networked controllers connected to an Arduino use typical RS485 wiring guidelines, such as: 

• Use daisy chain bus style, no T´s allowed. 

• Properly terminate and bias the bus. 

• Use appropriate three wire bus to connect the reference terminal. 

Ref

D+

D-

COMx

Ref

D+

D-

COMx

Ref

D+

D-

COMx

 

For using the SQL Arduino protocol, select the following options from the communication setting on the 

COM port of your choosing. 

Also make sure that the baud rate, and stop bits match on all controllers. 

If using networked devices, it is important to assign a unique address to each NX device on the bus to 

avoid collisions due to a repeated address. 

 

Refer to the Arduino SQL language reference for creating your sketches by referring to this user guide: 

http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Programming/NX%20modbus%20on%20Raspberry%20PI%20with%2

0Python.pdf 

http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Programming/NX%20modbus%20on%20Raspberry%20PI%20with%20Python.pdf
http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Programming/NX%20modbus%20on%20Raspberry%20PI%20with%20Python.pdf
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The DIP-SW on the Network board has the following usage: 

• Pins 1 and 2 enable the bus polarization (BIAS) 1.2K Ω resistors when set to ON. 

• Pin 3 enables the 120Ω end of line (EOL) resistor when set to ON. 

• Pin 4 is for Arduino programming, set to OFF for loading your sketch using the USB connector, 

set to ON for normal operation. 
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 Connecting a Raspberry-PI board to send to the NX any kind of 

digital information. 

Raspberry-PI board boards are nowadays used by many engineers doing BAS installations; however, the 

limited input range and resolution of Raspberry-PI boards limit their applications. 

https://www.raspberrypi.org/ 

When you want to use an NX as the analog front end and read the universal inputs from a Raspberry-PI 

and optionally control the NX’s outputs you have three options. 

• One is to use TTL signals of the UART that is what the Raspberry-PI boards use. That however 

limits you to no more than 30 cm. between the Raspberry-PI board and the NX, also only one NX 

can be attached per Raspberry-PI.  

• The other one is to add an RS485 driver to the Raspberry-PI to extend the range up to 1,200 

metres and also to network up to 32 NX controllers on the bus. 

• The last is to use an ETH3 with Ethernet and access the NX over IP using Raspberry-PI’s Ethernet 

or Wi-Fi interfaces,  

• this last option is not covered here. 

On the image below you can see how a typical RS485 network card can be plugged on a Raspberry-PI. 

 

Here are the details of the network card when used for the Raspberry-PI. 

 

https://www.raspberrypi.org/
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The wiring diagram for using TTL is as follows, you can connect any of COM1, COM2 or COM3 of the NX 

to the UART of the Raspbery-PI, make sure to connect the TX → RX in both cases (crossover) and the 

GND of both systems together:  

 

NOTE: The Raspberry-PI uses 3.3V logic, do not connect the RX or TX pins to any 5V terminal. Doing so 

will damage your board, The NX uses 3.3V logic but is 5V tolerant and does not get damaged by 5V 

signals. 

When using networked controllers connected to a Raspberry-PI use typical RS485 wiring guidelines, such 

as: 

• Use daisy chain bus style, no T´s allowed. 

• Properly terminate and bias the bus. 

• Use appropriate three wire bus to connect the reference terminal. 

Ref

D+

D-

COMx

Ref

D+

D-

COMx

Ref

D+

D-

COMx

 

For using the SQL Arduino protocol, select the following options from the communication setting on the 

COM port of your choosing. 

Also make sure that the baud rate, and stop bits match on all controllers. 



 

91 Guide to multivendor sensors setup using NX controllers. 

If using networked devices, it is important to assign a unique address to each NX device on the bus to 

avoid collisions due to a repeated address. 

 

Refer to the Raspberry-PI SQL language reference when writing your programs: 

http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Programming/NX%20modbus%20on%20Raspberry%20PI%20with%2

0Python.pdf 

The DIP-SW on the Network board has the following usage: 

• Pins 1 and 2 enable the bus polarization (BIAS) 1.2K Ω resistors when set to ON. 

• Pin 3 enables the 120Ω end of line (EOL) resistor when set to ON. 

• Pin 4 is not used for Raspberry-PI operation. 

 

http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Programming/NX%20modbus%20on%20Raspberry%20PI%20with%20Python.pdf
http://www.rikmed.com/OpenBAS/Programming/NX%20modbus%20on%20Raspberry%20PI%20with%20Python.pdf

